
HURLEY 2nd v Amersham Hill 2nd  Date: 26th June 
 
Played at Amersham Hill 
 
Innings of Hurley 2nd  
 
P. Hunjan  b. C. Cave 73 
G. Lewis c. D. Wardell b. Pothecary 8 
A. Dunnings  b. Platts 4 
M. Walton c. C. Cave b. D. Wardell 58 
S. Kayani c. C. Cave b. M. D’Costa 25 
I. Arshad LBW b. M. D’Costa 2 
M. Iqbal  b. M. D’Costa 10 
B. Wardell c. C. Cave b. D. Wardell 11 
C. Williams  b. D. Wardell 1 
D. Pollitt Not out  16 
R. Smith Not out  4 
  Extras 69 
  Total 281 
  For 9 
 

Bowling 
 
 Overs Maidens Runs Wkts. 
D. Platts 6 1 29 1 
B. Pothecary 10 1 46 1 
C. Cave 8 0 47 1 
B. D’Costa 2 0 27 0 
M. D’Costa 11 0 52 3 
D. Wardell 10 1 35 3 
 



Innings of Amersham Hill 2nd  
 
R. Hedley  b. Hunjan 24 
B. D’Costa Run Out (Kayani) 25 
B. Pothecary c. Kayani b. Hunjan 13 
C. Tucker c. Kayani b. Arshad 4 
S. Clayton  b. Hunjan 2 
A. Cave  b. Smith 2 
D. Wardell LBW b. Pollitt 30 
D. Platts  b. Pollitt 14 
C. Cave Not out  0 
M. D’Costa LBW b. Pollitt 1 
    
  Extras 20 
  Total 135 
  For 9 (all out) 
 

Bowling 
 
 Overs Maidens Runs Wkts. 
D. Pollitt 9 3 19 3 
R. Smith 6 1 41 1 
I. Arshad 8 6 9 1 
P. Hunjan 10 5 20 3 
M. Iqbal 4 0 13 0 
C. Williams 4 0 18 0 
 
Result:  Hurley 2nds won by 146 runs. 
 
Hurley 2nds returned to league action at Amersham Hill, in a match which saw father 

and son David and Ben Wardell competing against each other.  David took the 

personal honours, but son Ben had the last laugh as Hurley claimed a comprehensive 

victory.  Hurley opted to bat first on a good looking wicket which turned out to be 

rather two paced. Some profligate bowling from David Platts (1-29) and Ben 

Pothecary (1-46), aided by some sloppy fielding, saw Hurley race to 68 for the loss of 

George Lewis (8) and Alex Dunnings (4) in eleven overs, with over half the runs on 

the board coming from extras.  Parvinder Hunjan was joined by Mike Walton and the 

batsmen took advantage of the fast outfield and some lacklustre bowling and 

fielding to add ninety runs in eleven overs before Hunjan fell for 73, bowled Chris 

Cave. When the visitors reached 202 for 4 in the thirtieth over it looked like a score 

in excess of 300 was on the cards, however Amersham skipper Ron Hedley played his 

trump card, introducing Merv D’Costa (3-52) and David Wardell (3-35) into the 

attack.  Both bowlers managed to regain some control, limiting Hurley to 79 from the 

next 17 overs whilst picking up three wickets apiece.  Walton’s marathon innings 

came to an end on 58 in the forty-fifth over, cutting the ball to backward point 

where Chris Cave held one of three excellent catches. A tail end flourish from Dave 



Pollitt (16 from 5 balls) saw Hurley to a declaration on 281 for 9 in the forty-seventh 

over. 

With a large total on the board, Hurley opted to bowl with the old ball, utilising the 

medium pace of Dave Pollitt and leg spin of Rob Smith. Smith struggled to find his 

line and Amersham raced to forty-six without loss in eight overs. Walton turned to 

his new ball bowlers, Hunjan and Arshad who had the desired effect, with only five 

runs coming from the next four overs.  The pressure told on Benson D’Costa, who set 

off for a single having hit the ball firmly to Shoaib Kayani at mid-off who made no 

mistake with his throw to leave the batsman well short of his ground.  Hunjan got 

reward for his efforts when Ben Pothecary (13) lofted him to mid-on where Kayani 

held on to a good catch.  Ron Hedley (24) looked solid as a rock batting for over an 

hour before Hunjan got a ball to cut in from leg stump to take middle. Not to be 

outdone, Arshad produced a trademark slower ball to outsmart Tucker who could 

only chip it to short extra, where yet again Kayani provided a safe pair of hands.  

Hunjan produced another cutter to beat the bat of Simon Clayton to leave the home 

side in big trouble at 71 for 5. Andy Cave showed some dogged resistance, batting 

for over an hour for two runs in partnership with Wardell (30) to frustrate the 

opposition.  The return of Smith proved to be the downfall of Cave, shouldering arms 

to a googly which took his off stump.  Pollitt (3-19) proved the value of bowling 

straight, picking up the last three wickets to end the Amersham resistance. Credit is 

due to Amersham Hill, who never gave up the fight, despite being out played by 

Hurley. 

 


